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South Africa - Weather
Although Free State and neighboring areas will have an opportunity for light rain toward the middle
of next week, moisture shortages will remain prevalent in the main winter wheat areas. Additional
rainfall will be needed to improve establishment and growth in unirrigated areas. Western Cape will
otherwise remain dry during the coming week. There will still be enough moisture for aggressive
growth during the next few days, though a good soaking of rain will be needed later this month to
maintain a good environment for the crops. • A disturbance will continue to promote erratic rainfall
for Natal and neighboring areas today o Other than a few isolated showers, dry weather will evolve
for the remainder of the coming week o Moisture totals in Natal by next Thursday morning will
enough rain to counter evaporation • Portions of Northern Cape, Free State, and North West will
also see periods of light rain late Monday into Wednesday
o Dry weather will initially occur for these areas through midday Monday o Moisture totals by next
Thursday morning will range from 0.10-0.75” and locally greater amounts
• The remaining portions of South Africa will be mostly dry during the coming week
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: A few details of the two-week outlook have changed since Wednesday, but overall, a
warmer and drier weather pattern is still expected and late planting should advance well while crop
stress is likely to increase in the drier areas of the northwestern Corn Belt where only one round of
organized rain is expected during the period. Outside of the Ohio River Basin where additional rain
will fall today, much of the Midwest will see less than 0.50” of rain or will be dry through Tuesday.
The driest areas from the eastern Dakotas into Minnesota will see quick increases in crop stress
Friday into Saturday when temperatures reach the middle and upper 90s with some lower 100s.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The driest areas from Georgia through the Carolinas into southern
Virginia will receive multiple rounds of rain during the next ten days with enough rain to improve
soil moisture and conditions for crops, although a full restoration of soil moisture is not expected
and timely rain will be needed later this month.
• Areas from the Delta through Alabama will see a mix of rain and sunshine during the next week
and planting should advance around the rain in most areas while the southern Delta may see rain
too often to allow for aggressive fieldwork.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Second season corn areas from Paraguay to Parana will benefit from rain Saturday into
Wednesday of next week with additional rain in much of the same region as well as in Sao Paulo
June 9-10.
o Second season corn will benefit from the moisture while some improvements in long-term drought
conditions occur as well.
o Central and northern Mato Grosso do Sul into Mato Grosso and Goias will miss much of the rain
and stress to corn should steadily rise.
• June 11-15 will be drier, although showers may occur from eastern Mato Grosso and Parana to
Minas Gerais.
ARGENTINA: Argentina will see dry weather most often during the next two weeks and good harvest
progress should be made with a temporary period of wet weather expected Thursday into Saturday
in some northern and central areas.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A period of drying will impact northwestern and west-central Europe and expand into Germany and northwestern Poland into southern Scandinavia through Tuesday. Areas from the U.K. and France through
Germany, southern Scandinavia and northwestern Poland will remain plenty moist and fieldwork conditions should improve during the dry spell.
AUSTRALIA: Welcome precipitation will occur over eastern Australia this week, while drying returns to Western Australia. A couple rounds of moisture will impact southeastern to east-central Australia helping bolster
topsoil moisture conditions for winter crop production. Meanwhile, mostly dry weather will prevail and conditions will dry down, but crops should be supported by this past weekend’s rainfall.
o Light rain will continue today across eastern New South Wales and into southeastern Queensland. A few showers will linger over southeastern areas Friday.
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